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For a finite Coxeter group W, a subword complex is a simplicial complex associated with a pair (Q, ρ), where Q is a word in the alphabet of simple reflections,
ρ is a group element. We describe the transformations of such a complex induced
by nil-moves and inverse operations on Q in the nil-Hecke monoid corresponding
to W. If the complex is polytopal, we also describe such transformations for the
dual polytope. For W simply-laced, these descriptions and results of [5] provide an
algorithm for the construction of the subword complex corresponding to (Q, ρ) from
the one corresponding to (δ(Q), ρ), for any sequence of elementary moves reducing
the word Q to its Demazure product δ(Q). The former complex is spherical or
empty if and only if the latter one is empty.
The article is published in the author’s wording.

1.

Introduction

Subword complexes were introduced by A. Knutson and E. Miller in [6] in the context of
Schubert polynomials and matrix Schubert varieties. It was soon realized that they are
interesting from the point of view of Coxeter combinatorics. A subword complex ∆(Q, ρ)
is associated with a pair (Q, ρ), where Q is a word in the alphabet of simple reflections
and ρ is an element of a Coxeter group W. The simplices in the complex correspond to
the subwords in Q whose complements contain reduced expressions of ρ. The exchange
axiom arises as the transition between two adjacent maximal simplices. In [6], subword
complexes were shown to be vertex-decomposable and, therefore, shellable. This provides
a new proof (and a new interpretation) of the Cohen-Macaulayness for matrix Schubert
varieties and also for ordinary Schubert varieties, cf. [6]. Using the shellability, in [7],
Knutson and Miller proved that an arbitrary subword complex is homeomorphic to a
sphere or to a ball. They also showed that the complex is spherical if and only if the
1
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Demazure product δ(Q) of Q equals ρ. This product can be defined as the unique reduced
expression of Q in the 0-Hecke monoid corresponding to the group W.
For a spherical subword complex it is natural to ask, whether it is polar dual to
some simple polytope. The answer to the general question is still unknown, but in
some cases such polytopes are constructed. One of the constructions is due to V. Pilaud
and C. Stump [8] whose polytopes are called brick. As polytopes dual to the subword
complexes there arise such classical polytopes as generalized associahedra and certain
cyclic polytopes, cf. [3][8]. For a certain class of words, subword complexes turn out to be
isomorphic to cluster complexes introduced by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky [4]. Moreover,
some important objects from the theory of cluster algebras, such as c−vectors, can
be interpreted via natural geometric realizations of these subword complexes and their
fans [3]. One class of subword complexes is called multi-cluster complexes. A number of
properties of the category of representations of the corresponding quiver have a natural
interpretation in terms of combinatorics of these complexes, cf. [3].
In [5], the author described the transformations of subword complexes and their
dual polytopes induced by braid moves of a word in the corresponding Coxeter group.
Braid moves in the corresponding 0-Hecke monoid are the same operations. Another
important class of elementary moves in 0-Hecke monoids are the nil-moves and inverse
operations. A main result of this article is the description of the transformations of
subword complexes and their dual polytopes induced by nil-Hecke moves and inverse
operations on a word. It follows from the classical Word Property of Coxeter groups,
that any word in a 0-Hecke monoid can be reduced by a sequence of braid and nilHecke moves. Thus, every subword complex ∆(Q, ρ) can be obtained from a complex
∆(δ(Q), ρ) by the transformations mentioned above, and any sequence of elementary
moves connecting δ(Q) with Q provides a sequence of such elementary transformations.
In particular, if δ(Q) = ρ, the complex ∆(δ(Q), ρ) is just an empty complex. We hope
that this might be an important step on the way towards the answer to the general
question of polytopality of subword complexes.
When W is simply-laced, these elementary transformations are compositions of edge
subdivions, inverse operations and taking the suspension. Edge subdivisions and 2−truncations attracted the attention recently because of their applications to enumerative
polynomials, in particular, to Gal’s conjecture claiming the non-negativity of the coefficients of the γ−polynomaial of an arbitrary flag spherical simplicial complex; details can
be found in [2]. The class of polytopes which can be obtained from the cube of a fixed
dimension by a sequence of 2−truncations turns out to be very interesting. In particular,
it contains all flag nestohedra, graph-associahedra and generalized associahedra of types
ABCD; details can be found in [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the notion of edge subdivisions
of simplicial complexes and of 2−truncations of simple polytopes. Section 3 and Section
4 contain the introductions to finite Coxeter systems and to corresponding 0-Hecke
monoids, respectively. Section 5 contains the definition and examples of subword complexes. In Section 6, we formulate and prove all new results.
This is a part of my ongoing Ph.D. project at Steklov Mathematical Institute. I am
very grateful to my doctoral adviser Prof. Victor M. Buchstaber for the inspiration in the
work and for his support and patience. Many thanks to Jean-Philippe Labbé, Vincent
Pilaud and Salvatore Stella for explaining me the nature of the subword complexes and
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to Sergei Fomin who pointed out to me the relevance of the nil-Hecke monoids in this
context.

2.

Edge subdivisions and 2-truncations

Given a simplex σ in a simplicial complex X, the link and the star of σ are the following
subcomplexes:
LkX (σ) = {ρ ∈ X|σ ∪ ρ ∈ X, σ ∩ ρ = ∅} ;
StX (σ) = {ρ ∈ X|σ ∪ ρ ∈ X} .
A join of two complexes X1 and X2 is a complex on the disjoint union of their vertex
sets defined as follows: X1 ∗X2 = {σ1 ∪ σ2 |σ1 ∈ X1 , σ2 ∈ X2 } . A suspension of a complex
is its join with a disjoint union of two points.
Let X be a simplicial complex. Let η = {s, t} be an edge. Define Subη (X) to be
a simplicial complex constructed from X by bisection of all simplices containing η. In
other words, let r be any letter not in the vertex set of X. Then S ∪ {r} is the vertex
set of Subη (X) and
Subη (X) = {σ|η 6⊂ σ ∈ X} ∪ {σ ∪ {r} , σ ∪ {r, s} , σ ∪ {r, t} |σ ∈ LkX (η)} =
= {σ|η 6⊂ σ ∈ X} ∪ {σ ∪ {r} |σ ∈ ∂ StX (η)} .
Subη (X) is called a subdivision of X along η.
A convex polytope of dimension n is said to be simple if each of its vertices is contained
in precisely n facets. A polytope P is simple if and only if its polar dual polytope P ∗ is
simplicial, i.e. each face of P ∗ is a simplex. The boundary of a simplicial n−dimensional
polytope is a simplicial complex of dimension (n − 1). For a simple polytope P, we
shall denote by KP the boundary complex ∂P ∗ of the dual polytope. We say that KP
is the nerve complex of P. For simple polytopes, there is a dual operation to the edge
subdivision: this is the truncation of a face of codimension 2, or simply the 2−truncation.
Let G be a face of codimension 2 of a simple (combinatorial) polytope P. Let KP =
∂P ∗ be its nerve complex and J ∈ P ∗ be the face dual to G. We say that the polytope
Pe, such that KPe = SubJ (KP ), is the truncation of P at G. Such a polytope Pe exists and
is unique, up to combinatorial isomorphism.
Assume that P is n−dimensional. Geometrically, the polytope Pe can be obtained
from a realization of P by intersecting the latter with a new half-space H, such that the
intersection of the (n − 1)-dimensional plane h = ∂H with ∂P is precisely the link of G
in ∂P. It means that the facets Pe are precisely the facets of P and there is a one new
facet K isomorphic to I × G, and such that LkPe (K) = LkP (G). Here I is the closed
interval [0, 1]. More detailed treatment of 2−truncations can be found in [2].

3.

Coxeter groups

Let W be a finite Coxeter group generated by a set S = {s1 , . . . , sn } of simple reflections,
modulo the relations (si sj )mij = e. Here mii = 2, mij = mji .
W is simply-laced if mij ∈ {2, 3} , for any i, j. The length l(w) of an element w ∈ W
is the length of the smallest expression of w as a product of the generators in S. An
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expression w = w1 w2 . . . wp with w1 , . . . , wp ∈ S is called reduced if p = l(w). We denote
by wo the longest element in W, it is known to be unique.
We denote by S ∗ the set of words on the alphabet S, and by e the empty word.
To avoid confusion, we denote with a square letter s the letter of the alphabet S
corresponding to the single reflection s ∈ S. Similarly, we use a square letter like w
to denote a word of S ∗ , and a normal letter like w to denote its corresponding group
element in W.
On S ∗ , there are two types of operations reflecting the group structure of W. A
Coxeter nil-move removes two consecutive identical letters si si from a word w ∈ S ∗ , for
some i. If w contains a subword si sj si sj si . . . of length mij , then there is a braid-move
transforming w into w0 by changing si sj si sj si . . . by the subword sj si sj si sj . . . of the
same length mij . Note that neither a nil-move, nor a braid-move changes a group element
w ∈ W expressed by w . Recall the Word Property which holds for any Coxeter system
(W ; S).
Theorem 1 ([1, Theorem 3.3.1]). Any expression w for w ∈ W can be transformed into
a reduced expression for w by a sequence of Coxeter nil-moves and braid- moves.
A Coxeter element c is a product of all simple reflections in some order. We choose an
arbitrary reduced expression c of c and denote by w(c) the c-sorting word of w, that is
the lexicographically first (as a sequence of positions) reduced subword of c∞ = c c c . . .
for w. In particular, wo (c) denotes the c-sorting word of the longest element wo ∈ W.

4.

0-Hecke monoid

For a finite Coxeter group W with generators S, there is defined a corresponding 0Hecke monoid. It has a generating set X = x1 , . . . , xn , where xi corresponds to si .
The difference is that each Hecke generator is an idempotent, namely satisfies x2i = xi ,
whereas the Coxeter generators are involutions. In other words, instead of reflections one
has projectors. Also, each Coxeter braid relation (si sj )mij = e provides a corresponding
Hecke braid relation of the form
xi x j xi . . . = xj xi x j . . . ,
with mij alternating terms on each side.
The Word Property (Theorem 1) implies that an arbitrary word in the 0-Hecke
generators may be reduced by a sequence of Hecke nil-moves x2i → xi and braid moves
xi xj xi . . . → xj xi xj . . . . The element of the monoid expressed by the result does not
depend on the sequence of moves; this is precisely the product of letters of the initial
word in the monoid. A reduced word in the 0-Hecke generators corresponds to a reduced
word in the Coxeter generators by switching occurrences of xi to si . For any word Q in
the alphabet S, we define the Demazure product (or 0-Hecke product) δ(Q) as follows:
we switch all letters si to xi , reduce the result, switch all xi back to si , and consider the
result as an element of W. The above arguments show that this definition is correct. It is
known and easy to check that Q contains a reduced expression for some group element
ρ ∈ W if and only if δ(Q) does.
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Subword complexes

Let (W ; S) be a Coxeter system, let Q := q1 . . . qm belong to S ∗ and let ρ be an element
in W. The subword complex ∆(Q; ρ) is the pure simplicial complex of subwords of Q,
whose complements contain a reduced expression of ρ. The vertices of this simplicial
complex are labeled by (positions of) the letters in the word Q . Note that two positions
are different even if the letters of Q at these positions coincide. The maximal simplices
of the subword complex ∆(Q; ρ) are the complements of reduced expressions of ρ in the
word Q .
In [6], it was shown that the subword complex ∆(Q; ρ) is either a triangulated sphere
(or simply spherical), or a triangulated ball. It is spherical if and only if the Demazure
product δ(Q) is equal to ρ, see the proof in [6, Section 3]. In some generality, these
spherical subword complexes are polar dual to certain simple polytopes. The general
description of these polytopes and their geometric realizations is not yet known; under
certain conditions, such realizations are constructed and called the brick polytopes in
[8]. We are interested in combinatorial types of these polytopes. The facets of such a
polytope are labeled by (positions of) the letters in the word Q, whose complements
contain a reduced expression of ρ. Let us give some examples. Denote for the Coxeter
group An the simple reflections by s1 , . . . , sn in a natural order.
Example 1. (Cluster complexes and generalized associahedra). For any c, the subword
complex ∆(c wo (w c); wo ) coincides with the cluster complex of type W. Its dual polytope
is a generalized associahedron of type W. For example, for W of type An and c =
s1 s2 . . . sn , we have
c wo (c) = s1 s2 . . . sn s1 s2 . . . sn s1 s2 . . . sn−1 s1 s2 . . . sn−2 . . . s1 s2 s1 .
Every position yields a vertex of the complex and the facet of the polytope.
Example 2. (Multi-cluster complexes). For any c, the subword complex S(ck wo (c)) is
called a k-cluster complex of type W. It is not known in general, whether thus defined
complexes are polar dual to some polytopes. When this holds, the polytope polar dual
to S(ck wo (c)) is called the k−associahedron of type W. See [3, PS] for more details.
We will use the following simple observation.
Lemma 1 ([7, 5]). The link of a simplex corresponding to a word a1 a2 . . . ax in a subword
complex ∆(U; ρ), where U ∈ S ∗ , ρ ∈ W , is isomorphic to the complex ∆(U0 ; ρ), where
U0 is obtained from U by removing all the letters ai , i = 1, 2, . . . , x.

6.

Geometry of nil-moves

In this section, we describe the relation between subword complexes for words, linked by
a nil-move.
0

Theorem 2. Assume that Q is a word obtained from Q by doubling one letter:
...q...

−→

Then, for any ρ ∈ W, the following holds:

...qq...
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• ∆(Q , ρ) either coincides with the suspension Σ(∆(Q, ρ)), or can be obtained from
0
it by an inverse edge subdivision. ∆(Q, ρ) is the link in ∆(Q , ρ) of the vertex
corresponding to one of the doubling letters q .
0

0

• ∆(Q , ρ) is polytopal iff ∆(Q, ρ) is. In such a case, B(Q , ρ) either coincides with
B(Q, ρ) × I, or can be obtained from it by an inverse 2−truncation. B(Q, ρ) is the
0
facet of B(Q , ρ) corresponding to one of the doubling letters q .
0

Proof . Denote doubling positions of the letter q in Q by q1 and q2 , its position in Q
by q0 . No reduced expression of ρ can contain two consecutive identical letters; thus, the
0
complement to every reduced expression of ρ in Q contains at least one of q1 and q2 .
0
Therefore, any maximal simplex in ∆(Q , ρ) is contained in the union (Lk∆(Q0 ;ρ) ({q1 }) ∗
0

{q2 })∪(Lk∆(Q0 ;ρ) ({q2 })∗{q1 }). Since each simplex in ∆(Q ; ρ) is contained in a maximal
one, we have




0
∆(Q ; ρ) ⊂ (Lk∆(Q0 ;ρ) ( q1 ) ∗ q2 ) ∪ (Lk∆(Q0 ;ρ) ( q2 ) ∗ q1 ).
The inverse inclusion is clear; thus, we have




0
∆(Q ; ρ) = (Lk∆(Q0 ;ρ) ( q1 ) ∗ q2 ) ∪ (Lk∆(Q0 ;ρ) ( q2 ) ∗ q1 ).
By Lemma 1, we have
Lk∆(Q0 ,ρ) (q1 ) ∼
= ∆(Q, ρ) ∼
= Lk∆(Q0 ,ρ) (q2 ),
where the first isomorphism is given by switching from q2 to q0 , the second one is given
0
by switching from q0 to q1 . We see that ∆(Q , ρ) equals to the following union:



0
∆(Q , ρ) = σ, σ ∪ q1 , σ ∪ q2 |σ ∈ (∆(Q, ρ)\ St∆(Q,ρ) (q0 )) t

t(Lk∆(Q,ρ) (q0 )) ∗ ( q1 , q2 ).
First assume that q0 is not a vertex of the complex ∆(Q, ρ). Then the second set in
the big union is empty, and we have
0

Σ(∆(Q , ρ)) = Σ(∆(Q, ρ)\ St(∆(Q,ρ)) (q0 )) = Σ(∆(Q, ρ)).
Assume now that q0 is a vertex of the complex ∆(Q, ρ). Then it is easy to check that the
suspension Σ(St∆(Q,ρ) (q0 )) is the subdivision of the second term at the edge {q1 , q2 } ,
where the new vertex is q0 . Thus, the second term is obtained from Σ(St∆(Q,ρ) (q0 )) by
0
an inverse edge subdivision, and the whole union ∆(Q , ρ) is obtained from
Σ(∆(Q, ρ)\ St(∆(Q,ρ)) (q0 )) t Σ(St∆(Q,ρ) (q0 )) = Σ(∆(Q, ρ))
by an inverse edge subdivision (one eliminates the vertex q0 to obtain an edge {q1 , q2 }).
This finishes the proof of the first statement. The proof of the second statement is dual,
modulo the polytopality part, which is trivial. 2
Example 3. Take W = A2 , ρ = wo and Q = s1 s2 s1 s2 s1 . As we know, ∆(Q, ρ) is a
pentagon, and the dual polytope P = As2 is again a pentagon. Then the doubling of the
first letter in Q transforms P into P 0 which is P × I with one truncated edge.
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s1 s2 s1 s2 s1

s1 s1 s2 s1 s2 s1

Note that we can double any letter in Q and get the same result. This holds since
any letter in Q gives a facet of P, and all facets in the pentagon are combinatorially
indistinguishable.
Recall the main result of [5]:
0

Theorem 3 ([5]). Assume that words Q and Q are related by a braid move. Then,
0
under certain conditions, ∆(Q ; ρ) can be obtained from ∆(Q; ρ) by a sequence of several
subdivisions along one edge and inverse edge subdivisions along another one. This holds
0
for any Q, Q , when W is simply-laced. The dual result also holds for polytopes and
2−truncations.
Corollary 1. Suppose W is simply-laced. Then, for any Q, ρ, any sequence of braidmoves and inverse nil-Hecke moves from δ(Q) to Q provides a sequence of elementary
transformations described in Theorems 2 and 3 from ∆(δ(Q); ρ) to ∆(Q; ρ). At least one
such sequence exists( by the Word Property). If δ(Q) = ρ, there exists a sequence of
elementary transformations from the empty complex to ∆(Q; ρ). If, moreover, ∆(Q; ρ)
is polytopal, its dual polytope can be obtained from the empty complex by a sequence of
elementary transformations.
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Комплексы подслов и ниль-движения Гекке
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Ключевые слова:

комплексы подслов, группы Кокстера, ниль-моноиды Гекке

Для конечной группы Кокстера W, комплекс подслов – это симплициальный
комплекс, задаваемый парой (Q, ρ), где Q – слово в алфавите простых отражений,
ρ – элемент группы. Мы описываем преобразования такого комплекса, индуцированные ниль-движениями и обратными операциями на Q в ниль-моноиде Гекке,
соответствующем W. Если комплекс многогранен, мы также описываем эти преобразования для двойственного ему многогранника. Для просто вложенной группы W
эти описания вместе с результатами [5] дают алгоритм построения комплекса подслов, соответствующего (Q, ρ) из комплекса, соответствующего (δ(Q), ρ), для любой
последовательности элементарных движений, редуцирующей слово Q в его произведение Демазюра δ(Q). Первый комплекс сферичен или пуст тогда и только тогда,
когда второй является пустым комплексом.
Статья публикуется в авторской редакции.
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